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ABSTRACT

Engineering

Layers of a heavy gas surrounded by a lighter gas am accelerated by a Mach 1.2 shock. In

the experiments, SF6 is used as the heavy gas and air is the lighter gas. A corrugated

nozzle creates a layer with perturbations on the upstream and downstream interfaces. For

each experimen~ the initial perturbation amplitude on one side of the layer can either be

larger, smaller, or the same as the amplitude on the other side:, These differences lead to—
[- the formation of the dil%erentpost shmk flow patterns; Planar laser Rayleigh scattering is—
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used to study these patterns and correlate them with the initial condition. The formation of

~~
~g 13C the different patterns is explained in terms of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability of the
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sides of the layer, and in terms of vortex dynamics.
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Introduction
Experiments are performed to study the diffenmt flow patterns created by shock

accelerating a heavy gas layer. A planar laser Rayleigh scattering technique is used to view two-

dimensional cross-sections of a laminar gas jet. To create the je~ we flow SF6through a

corrugated nozzle, forming a varicose cross section, heavy gas layer. The flow is slightly unstable

and the exact perturbations on the upstream and downstream interfaces changes randomly ikom

experiment to experiment. This shock-layer interaction models many important flows found in

engixieering and science. As an example, this phenomenon may occur in inertial confinement

fusion targets when the ablatively-driven impulse causes implosion of a fuel-containing shell. A

potential difficulty is the mixing of shell material with the fuel, as a consequence of interracial fluid

instability.

When interfaces between different fluids are accelerated, they often become unstable, and

any perturbations on the interface will grow. Rayleigh-Taylor instability occurs when a light fluid

is accelerated into a heavy one, and the acceleration is constant With this instability perturbations

on the interface grow exponentially. However, if the heavy fluid is accelerated into the ligh~

perturbations do not grow and the interface is stable. Richtmyer-Meshkov12 Instability (also

known as the shock induced Rayleigh Taylor Instability) occurs when an interface between two

fluids is accelerated impulsively. Here, the interface is unstable, regardless of the direction of the

shock acceleration. However, if the shock moves from the Lightto heavy fluid, perturbations grow

without a phase change, while if the shock moves from heavy to ligh~ the perturbations on the

interface will reverse phase and then grow. At later times the growth rate decreases, and

mushroom shapes form from the peaks in the distorting interface.

Hem, we continue our stud~s of a shock interaction with a layer of heavy gas bounded on

both sides by a lighter gas, where both interfaces of the layer have nearly sinusoidal perturbations.

Thus each interface between fluids of different density involves the Richtmyer-Meshkov @M)

instability.

The results of a one-dimensional calculation of a shock interaction with an SF6layer are

shown in Figure 1. only the center of the expansion and compression waves are shown. Each

time a wave interacts with an interface a transmitted and reflected wave are created. For a Mach 1.2

incident shock the shock inside the layer is Mach 1.3, and the transmitted shock through entire

is Mach
.,. -

1.17.
-----

The wave reflected off the second interface leads to a series of waves inside

the layer. ‘~though &e waves niwerberate inside the layer, they are alternately compression and
.

expansion waves so that the layer& fiways accelerated h the same direction. Each successive

acceleration contribut&sto the in~rfacial instabikty on the sides of the layer. However, each wave

is successively we&er, and the influence of &e& waves q~ckly become negligible.
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The current experimental program was started by Jacobs et aL3*4.They observed that three

distinct flow patterns evolve from similar initial conditions, and speculated that differences in initial

conditions might influence which flow pattern occurs during each event These experiments

observed only the dynamic flow condition for each event atone preset time because of limitations

that precluded multiple image acquisition. We now report experiments where both initial and

dynamic flow conditions are recorded for each event. The same three flows am observed, and

have a strong correlation with asymmetries in the initial cross-section pmfde.

Experimental Apparatus
The present expedients employ improved optical techniques to capture two frames per

even~ shown schematically in Figure 2, but use the same shock tube and test section as in the

earlier work.3’4 Our images are produced by the planar laser Rayleigh scattering (PLRS) of a laser

sheet from the air and SFGgas molecules.s$s Since the initial condition changes in an uncontrolled

manner from experiment to experimen~ we produced two images using two pulsed dye Iasem,

which illuminate the test region with coplanar sheets of laser light. Thus the exact initial condition

and a dynamic image are viewed for each experiment. The images are recorded on a single,

cooled CCD camera having512x512 pixels. In contras~ the earlier experiments used fluorescent

light produced by a tracer gas (diacetyl) injected into the SFGtest gas. Thus, the present technique

assures that we observe the flow of the test gases without reference to tracers, and enables direct

measurement of the SF~concentration proiile. Both the PLRS and PLIF methods are efkctive at

overcoming problems of obscuration by wall effects associatedwith traditionalschlieren and

shadowgraphy methods.

The dye lasers operate at different wavelengths to enable spectral discrimination between

the images of initial and dynamic flow conditions. The initial condition of the gas curtain is

photographed just before shock impact using a laser having characteristics, 590 run wavelength,

about 10 w duration and 1 J energy; the image is spectrally filtered through a Schott OG 515

longpass glass falter. The second image, showing the dynamic flow pattern, is produced with

illumination from a laser at 480 nm, 0.5 ps and 0.4 J, faltered through an interference short pass

falter. Our obmvation times of the dynamic condition were experimentally limited to between 100-

500ysec after the shock interaction. The Rayleigh scattering is weak, requiring great care to

eliminate stray light. Because SFCscatters about six times more light than air, we observe good

contrast between the regions of air and SFG,and easy visualization of their interfaces. We convert

the images to maps of SF6 concentration by calibrating the system with scattering from pure air

and pUlT3 sF(j.

The nozzle above the test section produces the Iaminar gas jet (i.e., the gas curtain) with a

diffuse varicose cross section having a wavelength of about 6 mm and a peak to peak amplitude of
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up to 2 mm on each side. The shock tube is f~ed when the gas curtain appears to be stable as

observed with a realtime schlieren system. With the improved diagnostic we can now measure the

peak SFGconcentrations in the layer, and find that the thicker regions of the layer contain about

50% SFGand the thinner regions about 40% SF&

Results
Typical data from the experiments is shown in Figure 3. We observe the same time

patterns after a Mach 1.2 shock interaction as seen in the earlier work, and find that asymmetries in

the initial condition correlate with the three post-shock flow patterns in over 90% of the 100+

experiments performed. The post-shock flow pattern was classiiled visually as one of the three

flow patterns based on the asymmetries present in the spacing of the pattern lobes and the SFC

mass distribution, using the criteria described in Figure 4. The precise periodicity shown in the

patterns in Figure 4 was usually not present in the dati, irregularities often occumed as shown in

the typical dam Figure 3. Mostly we find that an upstream mushroom pattern develops when the

perturbations on the upstream side (i.e., on the side first interacting with the shock wave) are

lwger than the perturbations on the downstream side. A sinuous pattern forms when the

perturbations on the downstream side are about the same or slightly larger than upstr&rn side. A

downstream mushroom develops when the perturbation on the downs- side is much larger

than the perturbation on the upstxeam side. About 8% of the experimental images were anomalous

and did not follow the correlation described above.

To quantify these dependencies, the amplitudes on the upstream and downstream interfaces

were measured by finding the contours representing 50% of the layers maximum SFG

concentration. Sample contours are shown in Figwe S%in w~ch the average position for each

contour has been subtracted. The fourier coefficients for t@se contours &e displayed in Figure 5~

the peeks comesponding to the imposed perturbation are at n=4, where n is the wave number.

The amplitude for the upstream and downstream amplitudes were defined to be these peaks.

The contours and fourier coefficients were found for each experiment. Figure 6 shows the

upstream amplitude vs. downstream amplitude for the experiments. Different symbols are used to

distinguish between the different patterns observed. This plot confirms that upstream mushrooms

form when the upstream amp&de is larger, downstream mushrooms form when the downstream

amplitude is much larger, and the sinuous pattern forms between these regions., The plot shows

the distribution is not symmetric. The boundary betwxn the upstream and sinuous patterns occurs

at a slope of about 1.2, while the boundary between the sinuous and downstream mushrooms

occurs at a slope of about 0.3. Thus the angle covering the region of upstream mushrooms is

significantly larger than the angle covering downstream mushrooms. This indicates a preference

for generating upstream mushrooms over downstream mushrooms.
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We speculate that there are at least two contributing factors for this preference. Firs~ the

upstream interface interacts with the shock and starts to grow before the downstream interface is

shock accelerated. Thus the upstream interface has ahead sti@ which must be overcome for a

downstream to form. Second, for downstream mushrooms to occur, the heavy SFGmust be

accelerated faster than the surrounding air. Thus downstream mushrooms must tight the inertia of

the heavy gas.

When the initial conditions fell near the lines separating the standard patterns, typically the

post-shock pattern had characteristics of more than one pattern. ”For example, if the initial.
conditions had a downstream perturbation that was not large enough to produce a full downstream

mushroom, and yet not small enough to produce a pure sinuous pattern, then by 0.45 m“&cafter

the shock interaction, well defined stems and caps would not be pmen~ but the pattem”would

have some characteristics of the early-time downstream mushroom pattern.’ .

We also find that the upstream mushrooms are aligned with the t!dcker parts of the initial

layer whereas the downstream mushrooms are aligned with the thinner regions. Thus in the early

development of downstream mushrooms, the heavy flkid moves laterally (i.e., normal to the

shock direction) from the thicker to the thinner regio~, there is less lateral movement of the heavy

fluid during the early development of upstream m&hrooms. When a sinuous pattern forms the

downstream lobes am aligned with the thin regions of the initial layer and the upstream lobes are

aligned with the thicker regions. We do not observe patterns with both upstream and downstream

mushrooms.

Discussion
The observed nonlinear flow patterns can be interpreted qualitatively as the independent

RM-instability growth of each interface, followed by strong coupling in the nonlinear growth

regime. Richtmyer’s impulse modell reasonably predicts the early-time growth rate of a single

interface (shown recently in analyses’$a).For oui layer, the coupling between interfaces is initially

weak’ when perturbation amplitudes are smu so the growth of each interface occurs

independently. The impulse model predicts that the ratio of growth rates of the interfaces is equal

to the ratio of initial perturbation amplitudes because the wavelengw density ratios and fti

velocities are equaL .Consequently, the interface with the larger amplitude will initially grow

faster. This interf’ appanmtly dominates the nonlinear flow, as manifest by mushroom

formation on the side with initiaUy larger perturbation. Suppor&g this view is the obsewation that

upstream mushroom caps are aligned with initially thicker regions of SFA,and downstream

mushroom caps am aligned with thinner regions, & expected from the phase reversal property of

RM instability. It is worth noting that if the interfaces remained weakly coupled in the nonlinear

growth stage, one would expect to see post-shock flow patterns with both upstream and
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downstream mushrooms in each experiment. Because these patterns are not observed, it appears

that strong interface coupling in the nonlinear growth stage inhibits the formation of mushrooms on

the side with initially smaller amplitude.

A complementary explanation for the observed flow patterns is based on viewing the flow

evolution from the context of vortex dynamics. The vorticity (o$ is generated baroclinically by the

shock interaction through the misalignment of pressure (P) and density (p) gradients:

.’ &((J)/p) = ~Vp x VP + non-baroclinic terms

Tle dynamics of this vorticity then generates the growth of the layer. The magnitude of vorticity

will be greatest where the pressure and density gradients are most misaligned. Assuming the

pressure gradients are predominantly from planar waves, most of the vorticity is expected to be in

the regions between the peaks and valleys of initial perturbations.

The different post-shock flows can be understood qualitatively by considering the

differences in the vorticity production and transport during and immediately following shock

acceleration. When the perturbation amplitude is greater on one side of the layer, more vorticity is

generated on that side. Furthermore, the vorticity is preferentially generated in the lighter fluid, as

seen by the density weighting in the vorticity equation. This effect accentuates the offset of the

vorticity from the center of the layer. These effects are approximated in F@re 4 by representing

the post-shock vorticity field by a row of vortices of alternating sign and ofiket from the center of

the layer. The offset is shown exaggerated to emphasize the point. The mushrooms form on the

side with the largest initial perturbation amplitude because the heavy fluid is asymmetrically

entrained into the side with the most vorticity. The vorticity distribution of a symmetrically

perturbed initial layer would be centered on the heavy layer and thus produce a sinuous pattern.

Conclusions
The patterns formed by shock accelerating a heavy gas layer can be understood by two

complementary viewpoints. TIxxe viewpoints are based on the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability at

each interface, and the baroclinic generation of vorticity followed by vortex dynamics domination

of the flow evolution. Experimentally, multiple framing enables the correlation of initial

perturbations with the appearance of each of the three distinct flow patterns induced by the shock-

acceleration. We find that the ratio between the upstream and downstream perturbation amplitudes

strongly influences which pattern forms. When this ratio is greater than about 1.2 upstream

mushroom patterns usually develop. When the ratio is greater than 0.3 and less than 1.2, mostly

sinuous patterns form. Finally when the amplitude ratio is less than 0.3 downstream mushrooms

almost always form.
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x,t Diagram for a Mach 1.2 Shock Interaction
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Figure 1. x-t diagram for a Mach 1.2 shock interaction with a layer of heavy gas.
Every time a wave interacts with an interface, a transmitted and reflected wave.
are created. This leads to a series of successively weaker waves which reverberate
inside the layer. The reverberating waves alternate between expansion and
compression waves, and consistently accelerate the layer to the right.
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Figure 2. Experimental System. Two pictures, an initial condition and a
post-shock dynamic image, are taken per experiment using planar laser
Rayleigh scattering.
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Figure 3. Composite of images from three typical experiments showing
the initial and dynamic condition on each experiment. The shockwave
moves left to right. The distance shown in the figure between the initial
and dynamic condition of each pair is considerably less than the actual
distance in the experiment. (a) 450 w after a shock interaction. A sinuous
pattern forms when the perturbation amplitude on the downstream side of
the layer is about the same or slightiy larger than the perturbation on the
upstream and side. (b) 450 w after a shock interaction An upstream
mushroom forms when the perturbation is larger on the upstream side of
the layer. (c) 400 ps after a shock interaction. A downstream mushroom
forms when the perturbation on the downstream side is significantly larger
than the upstream side.
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Just After Shock Early time Later time
150 msec 450 msec
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Figuxe 4. Differences in the different patterns throughout their development and a simple
model to explain why they might occur. a) Sinuous patterm perturbations are about
equal on both sides of the layer, at early times a-b, at latter times c-e, d-f, and the SF6
is evenly distributed throughout the layer. Just after the shock interaction the center of
vortiaty (shown by the circular arrows) is roughly in the center of the layer inducing the
sinuous pattern to develop. b) Upstream mushroom patterm. The initial upstream
perturbation amplitude is larger than the downstream, at early times b> a, at later times
d>e, cd. The highest SF6 concentrations and most of the SF6 mass is in the mushroom
caps. Just after the shock interaction most of the vorticity is to the left of the layer. As
the vortiaty entrains the fluid the mushrooms form. c) Downstream mushroom pattern
The initial downstream perturbation amplitude is larger than the upstream. At early
times a>b, at later times d<e, -f. The highest SF6 concentrations and most of the SF6
mass is in the mushroom caps. Just after the shock interaction most of the vortiaty is to
the right of the layer. As the vortiaty entrains the fluid, the mushrooms form.
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Figure 5. Upstream and downstream interfaces of a typical initial condition.
The initial condition is based on contours representing 50% of the maximum
layer SFb concentration. (a) The contours with the mean position
of each subtracted. (b) the fourier coeffiaents of the contours in a. n is the
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Figure 6. Upstream vs. downstream perturbation amplitudes.
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UPCOMING CNLS COLLOQUIA

Wed., Feb. 1

Fri., Feb. 3

Tues., Feb. 7

Wed., Feb. 8

Fri., Feb. 10

Mon., Feb. 13

Mon., Feb. 13

Mon., Feb. 13

Tues., Feb. 14

Thurs, Feb. 16

Thurs, Feb. 16

Fri., Feb. 17

Fri., Feb. 17

“Neural Net Representations of Empirical Protein Potentials,” Tal
Grossman, CNLS/T-13, 3:00 p.m., CNLS Conference Room, followed
by tea and cookies

“Operability and Stability of Viscous Free Surface Flows,” Kostas N.
Christodoulou, DuPont Central Research and Development, 1030 a.m.,
CNLS Conference Room

“Failure of Fiber Composites: A Lattice Green’s Function Model,”
S. J. Zhou, CNLT/T-l l/T-12, 10:30 a.~ CNLS Conference Room,
CNLS Materials Seminar Series

“A New NumericalSimulation Algorithm for Stochastic DiiTerential
Equations,” Tim Elston, CNLS, 3:00 p.m., CNLS Conference Room,
followed by tea

“Atomistic Study of Cleavage and Dislocation Emission in NiAl,”
Peter Gumbsch, Max-Planck Inst., 10:00 a.m., CNLS Conference
Room, Joint CNLS/T-12/T-11 Seminar

“The Gibbs Phenomenon and Its Role in Scientiilc Computing.”
David Gottlieb, Brown Univ., 10:00 a.m., CNLS Conference Room,
CNLSAJNM Distinguished Lecture

“High Order DitTerence Schemes in Shock Waves,” David Gottlieb,
Brown Univ., 1:30 p.m., CNLS Conference Room, CNLWUNM
Distinguished Lecture

“Why Call It HARD Turbulence When It’s So Easy?” Joe Weme,
NC~ 3:30 p.m., CNLS Conference Room

“Guiding the Synthesis of Catalytic Materials with Theory and
Simulation,” Tony Redondo, T-12, 10:30 a.m., CNLS Conference
Room, CNLS Materials Seminar Series

“B6nard Convection New Experimental Results,” Mike Schatz, Univ.
of Texas, Austin, 10:30 a.m., CNLS Conference Room

“Spatio-Temporal Patterns in Silent Discharges,” Beth Gwinn, Univ. of
Californi~ Santa Barbara 1:00 p.m., CNLS Conference Room

“Resonances in Driven Dynamical Lattices,” Boris Malomed, Tel-Aviv
Univ., 9:30 a.m. CNLS Conference Room

“Stability by Enstrophy Dissipation for Two-Dimensional Shear Flow,”
Isom Herron, Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst., 1:30 pm, CNLS Conference
Room
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95-0017 C. Elphick, A. Hagberg andE. Meron, “DynamicFrontTransitionsand Spiral-
VortexNucleation”

95-0064 S. Zhang, J. Carlson and J. E. Gubernatis,“A ConstrainedPath QuantumMonte
CarloMethod for Fermion Ground States”

95-0065 J. Riordan, C. R. Doering and D. Ben-Avraham, “Fluctuations and Stability of
Fkher Waves”

95-0070 W. Choi, “Nonlinear Evolution Equations for Two-Dimensional Surface Waves in
a Fluid of Finite Depth”

95-0181 L. G. Reyna and J. R. Sobehart “The Repetition Rate Effect on the Ablation by
W-Lasers of Polymer Structures”

INTRODUCTION TO LONG-TERM VISITORS, STUDENTS AND POSTDOCS

Ourmost recentarrivalsandvery brief interests

Anil Bangia, Princeton Univ., pattern formation in reaction-diffusion and fluid flow

“ Mark Johnson, Princeton Univ., simulation methods for advanced scientific computing

David Ropp, Univ. of Arizona, nonlinear waves

UPCOMING CNLS WORKSHOPS

Title

ColoradoDays

Fractal Analysis and Modeling of Materials

Annual 15: Nonlinear Phenomena in
ocean Dynamics

Complex Systems Summer School

Mathematical Problems in Industry Workshop

Maximum Entropy and Bayesian Methods

Turbulence Theory

Dates

3/17-18

4/26-28

5/15-19

June

6/12-16

7/30-8/4

August

Technical
Location Host

Boulder, CO N. Tufillaro

CNLS R. Blumenfeld
A. R. Bishop

Los Alamos D. Hohn
L. Margolin
R. Malone
R. smith

Santa Fe E. Jen

Albuquerque P. Hagan

Santa Fe R. Silver
K. Hanson

CNLS S. Y. Chen
G. Doolen
L. Margolin
B. Nichols
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